Muse optimizer creation tutorial
This document has been written to explain how to create an optimizer MUSE model with a Maven project. In a
first time, there is a tutorial which explains briefly the installations procedures and how to use the optimizer
model. It is based on the transformer example. In a second time, there will be some details on how to create an
optimizer MUSE model with a Maven project.
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Chapitre 1 Transformer optimizer muse model
tutorial
In this tutorial, the coupling of a transformer model with the SQP optimizer is explained. It is also
possible to create an optimizer MUSE model with an only one static facet. A computation of this facet makes an
optimization which depends of input values. Please follow these steps to do that:

I.

Apache maven installation

To install apache maven apache-maven-3.0.5, please follow this link to download the software:

http://apache.spinellicreations.com/maven/maven-3/3.0.5/binaries/apache-maven-3.0.5-bin.zip
To set this software properly, go in the apache maven repository/conf/settings.xml
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Add Vesta-System servers:
<server>
<id>archiva.vesta.external</id>
<username>your.user.name</username>
<password>your.pass.word</password>
</server>
<server>
<id>archiva.vesta.cadessolutions</id>
<username>your.user.name</username>
<password>your.pass.word</password>
</server>
<server>
<id>archiva.vesta.energy</id>
<username>your.user.name</username>
<password>your.pass.word</password>
</server>
<server>
<id>archiva.vesta.common</id>
<username>your.user.name</username>
<password>your.pass.word</password>
</server>

Ask your password and username to http://archiva.vesta-system.fr/ and think to put them instead of
your.user.name and your.pass.word.
Add your proxy if you have one (do not add it if you are on a private network). For the G2ELab network :

<proxy>
<id>campus</id>
<active>true</active>
<protocol>http</protocol>
<host>147.171.64.129</host>
<port>3128</port>
<nonProxyHosts>local.net|some.host.c
om </nonProxyHosts>
</proxy>
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Precise your .m2 repository (where the muse optimizer will be located):
<localRepository>your/.m2/repository</localRepository>
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II.

Netbeans installation




Download and install Netbeans-8.0.2 on your computer.
Download and install the Java SE Development Kit 6u45 JDK 1.6_045 32 bits on your computer.
Define the JAVA_HOME environment variable with his repository. Go in your configuration
panel/security and system/system/modify parameters/ advanced system
parameters/environment variables:
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In Netbeans, go to Tools/Java platforms

Add your jdk1.6 32 bits with this specific name: JDK_1.6_win32 .
In Netbeans, go to Tools/Options/Java/Maven. Change the name of Maven Home by the installation path of
your maven software
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III.

Netbeans project :


Unpack the transfoOptimizer2 project and open it in Netbeans :

In this java project, there are:



a static facet named StaticFacetTransfoOptimizer2.java
a coupling optimizer class TransfoOptimizer2.java




a META file having muse informations muse.xml
a minimum specifications file transformer-sqp.spec
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To the line 49 of TransfoOptimizer2.java, there is the name of the MUSE model which has to be optimized
org.gu.vesta:transfoproject.sml.transformer:1.0:

Right click on the maven project and select clean and build
At the end of this step, there is the transformer optimizer muse installed in the repository indicated in:
<maven.install.repository>\apache-maven-3.0.5\conf\settings.xml:
The location of this muse is also indicated in Netbeans output message:
--- maven-install-plugin:2.3.1:install (default-install) @
cades.sample.transfoOptimizer2 --Installing
C:\Users\mdelh\Dropbox\transfo\transfoOptimizer2Test\target\cades.sample.transfoOptim
izer2-3.0.9-SNAPSHOT.muse to
C:\Users\mdelh\.muse\repository\org\gu\vesta\cades.sample.transfoOptimizer2\3.0.9SNAPSHOT\cades.sample.transfoOptimizer2-3.0.9-SNAPSHOT.muse
Installing C:\Users\mdelh\Dropbox\transfo\transfoOptimizer2Test\pom.xml to
C:\Users\mdelh\.muse\repository\org\gu\vesta\cades.sample.transfoOptimizer2\3.0.9SNAPSHOT\cades.sample.transfoOptimizer2-3.0.9-SNAPSHOT.pom
-----------------------------------------------------------------------BUILD SUCCESS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Total time: 6.978s
Finished at: Tue Mar 03 09:48:50 CET 2015
Final Memory: 15M/36M
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IV.

Use of optimizer muse in Cades 3:

First, it is necessary to install some repositories in your Cades software:

1) Click on window in the
main menu and select
Repositories:

1) A new tab will appear close
to the tab projects.
2) Right click in this tab and
select add repository:

3) A Maven repository window appear
4) Fill this window with the following indications:
Repository n°1 :
ID
archiva.vesta.external
Name Vesta External Tools Repository
URL
http://94.23.5.135:8888/archiva/repository/external/
5) The User Name and Password are these Vesta-System gave you for archiva
6) Do it again with the three following repositories:
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Repository n°2 :
ID
archiva.vesta.cades-solutions
Name Vesta Cades Solutions Main Repository
URL
http://94.23.5.135:8888/archiva/repository/cades-solutions/
Repository n°3 :
ID
archiva.vesta.common
Name Vesta Common Main Repository
URL
http://94.23.5.135:8888/archiva/repository/VestaCommon/
Repository n°4 :
ID
archiva.vesta.energy
Name Vesta Energy Main Repository
URL
http://94.23.5.135:8888/archiva/repository/VestaEnergy/

7) The tab should look like this
picture:
Secondly, go on the projects tree, click right on the transformer sml model, select generate muse.
Third, you have to add your optimizer muse in your favorite tab :

1) Click on window in the
main menu and select
Favorites:
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2) A new tab will appear close
to the tab projects.
3) Right click in this tab and
select add to favorites:

4) A Add to favorites window appear
5) Chose the optimizer muse you created with Netbeans
6) The tab should look like this
picture:
Fourthly, right click on this optimizer model and select compute.
Note: the first time, the loading takes long time. You have to wait the end of the loading.
Fifthly, load the valTransformerSqp file in the calculator. Click on Compute.
Then, the model is optimized and after a while, the output calculator values represent the optimization results
you choose to display.
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Chapitre 2 Optimizer muse model creation
In this tutorial, you will handle directly the MAVEN project named: transfoOptimizer2Tuto in order to create a
MUSE Optimizer.

V.

Creation of a MUSE model

Firstly, it is necessary to have a MUSE model. For more details about MUSE, please read the user guide of Cades
3. For this tutorial, we will use a really simple example:
Our simple model is an electrical wire for DC current
wire
Model :

You could find this model in MyFirstMuseOptimizer Cades project in the package modelsMuse/MyModel.
Once you wrote or copied the model, right click on it and select “Generate Muse”.
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VI.

Creation of the defaults specifications

After having created your model, right click on it and select “optimize”, a new window will appear:

Chose the SQP Optimizer in the Registered Optimizers menu. Click on the Save optimum(s) and iterations
choice and click on Browse to choose the path of the registered result file. Let the precision and Max iteration
like in the previous picture.
Specifications
Length
Power
Radius
Rho
Vdc

Fixed
Fixed
Constraint
Fixed
Constraint

Inputs
100
50
[0.0010, 0.1] init = 0.0010
1.7e-8
[12, 24] init = 12

Efficiency
Idc
J
Pj_losses
Resist
Section

Outputs
Maximise [0.75, 1]
Free
Constraint [0, 3000000.0]
Free
Free
Free

Then the results of this first optimization are:
Result
Inputs
Length
100.0
Power
50.0
Radius
0.09026065581909207
Rho
1.7E-8
Vdc
24.0
Optimization done in 21 iterations and 36ms
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Efficiency
Idc
J
Pj_losses
Resist
Section

Outputs
0.9999942343324109
2.0833333333333335
81.39766008193747
2.8828337945686195E-4
6.642049062686097E-5
0.02559451133160565
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VII.

Creation of the Muse Optimizer

You have to know which variables you wish change the specification. In our simple example, we will change
Length, Vdc and Section specifications. And we wish have the values of these variables: Section and Efficiency.

Length
Power
Radius
Rho
Vdc

Specifications
Inputs
Fixed
100 1000
Efficiency
Fixed
50
Idc
Constraint [0.0010, 0.1] init = 0.0010 J
Fixed
1.7e-8
Pj_losses
Constraint [12, 24] init = 12 [12, 14] Resist
init = 12
Section

Outputs
Maximise [0.75, 1]
Free
Constraint [0, 3000000.0]
Free
Free
Free
[0, 1e-3]
Constraint

Results:
Result
Inputs
Length
1000.0
Power
50.0
Radius
0.017841254460232065
Rho
1.7E-8
Vdc
14.0
Optimization done in 13 iterations and 27ms
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Efficiency
Idc
J
Pj_losses
Resist
Section

Outputs
0.9956632717712434
3.5714285714285716
3571.4232472113545
0.21683641143783222
0.016999974656726046
0.0010000014907830433
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A.

1st step: rename your Maven project with windows explorer

You should rename your maven project in windows explorer:

I chose to rename my maven project as MyMuseOptimizer.
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B.

2nd step: rename class, method, artefactID of the maven project

In Netbeans, open the maven project with File, Open Project... and choose MyMuseOptimizer.

As you can note, the name of the maven project is still Cades :: Sample :: TransfoOptimizer2.

To change the name, right click on the project and select “properties”:
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Change the Artefact Id and the Name with myMuseOptimizer instead of TransfoOptimizer2 and change the
version by 1.0: These identities of the maven project will also be the identities of your muse optimizer

Then click on OK and the project will appear after a while like that:

Open the folders of the project. Right click on the package org.gu.vesta.optimizer.transfo.muse and select
Refactor/Rename
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Change “transfo” by my.model and click on Refactor:

Do the same thing on the package org.gu.vesta.cades.sample.transfo.optimizer2.test

When you open the folder Other Sources/src/main/resources/<default package>, you can see the old
specifications file. Delete it with a right click/Delete/yes.

Come back in windows explorer and copy your new specification file into the resources of your maven project:
… \MyMuseOptimizer\src\main\resources
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When you come back in Netbeans, it normally appeared in <default package>

Select the class StaticFacetTransfoOptimizer2 , right click and select Refactor/Rename
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Change StaticFacetTransfoOptimizer2 in StaticFacetModelOptimizer and click on Refactor

Do the same for the Class TransfoOptimizer2 in ModelOptimizer, for the Class TransfoOptimizerActivator in
ModelOptimizerActivator, and for the Class TransfoOptimizerTest in ModelOptimizerTest.
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C.

3rd step: change your muse.xml

Remember, we will change Length, Vdc and Section specifications. And we wish have the values after
optimization of these variables: Section and Efficiency.
A MUSE model can be static, dynamic or anticipative. In sizing, we use static models; also the MUSE model is
static. Besides, static MUSE models are oriented so they have inputs and outputs variables:

Double click on muse.xml in Other Sources/src/main/resources/<default package>/muse.xml

The first line contains the identities of your muse. Rename them with id="${project.artifactId}"
groupId="${project.groupId}" version="${project.version}". The artefact Id, group Id and the version will be
the same than your maven project so than your pom.xml (if it is different, it will not work…).
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Like in this example:
<muse:Muse xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:muse="http://org.gu.vesta.muse/5.0" id="${project.artifactId}"
groupId="${project.groupId}" version="${project.version}">
Then, the name of variables and ports have to change. Because we wish change Length, Vdc and Section
specifications and obtain the Efficiency and the Section (will be an Input to change his specification and an
output to obtain his value after optimization), we have 5 ports. You should choose different names than is the
model but try to be consistent :
Like in this example:

Do not forget to change the name of the variables in « variables »
Change the name of your static facet Class. Indeed, normally you should having changed it previously :
StaticFacetTransfoOptimizer2 in StaticFacetModelOptimizer. So it is necessary to indicate the new baseClass of
the static facet Class and the new package to the muse.xml. And take the opportunity to also change the name
of the static facet :

Because we changed the name of the static facet, we have to change it in the ports:

Now that ports are declared, you can orient your ports as inputs or outputs and give them their type (scalar or
vector) :
Note: Surface (=section in the model) is a vector value because we which precise his new constraint :
[minValue, maxValue]

Save your muse.xml
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D.

4th step: change your static Facet

A MUSE model can be composed of many facets (static, dynamic, anticipative, jacobian…). In sizing, we use
static models; also the MUSE model has to have a Static Facet. That is why, our MUSE optimizer have a Class
named Static Facet.
The static facet has inputs and outputs variables which can be array or scalar. We chose the name, the
orientation and the type previously in (3rd step: change your muse.xml).
Original Facet Static Class of the Transfo project:

Because in our model we use scalar variables, import the library:
import org.gu.vesta.muse.v3.facet.impl.types.DoubleFacetVariable;
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Declare your variable as DoubleFacetVariable or DoubleArrayFacetVariable. And precise before the declaration
if the variable is an input or an output. For example:

Put inputs and outputs of the method optimizeTransfo like in this example. (Note that later, we will have to
change the name of this method in the class ModelOptimizer2!)

Rename the method optimizeTransfo in optimizeMyModel:

Save your Class
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E.

5th step: change your class ModelOptimizer2

This Class represents the script of the optimization of your MUSE optimizer.
Original optimizer Class of the Transfo project:
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At line 32, give the name of the defaults specifications (that you put in resources previously):

Go in Cades, right click on the sml model in the “projects tab”, select “properties”:
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Copy the GroupId, ArtefactId and Version of your MUSE model in your maven project, in the getMuseModel
method of the Class ModelOptimizer2:

At line 84 specify the name of the optimization algorithm you will use (here SQP):
You have the choice between: DATABASE_DISCRETE, DIRECT, ES, HYBRID_GENETIC, INTERIOR_POINT,
NSGA2, PARETO, PSO, RTS, SIMPLE_CALCULATION and SQP.

At line 101, change the name of your optimizer method with the one you precised before (optimizeTransfo in
optimizeMyModel). Besides we have two scalar and one vector inputs. So we give two double and one double[]
arguments to this method:

Note: in the static facet class, it was posible to creat a vector which have the three inputs as arguments. Also,
you can use this vector as an only one argument of the method optimiseMyModel:
public double[ ] optimizeMyModel(double[ ] args){
…
}
Declare your arguments as you whish (in the example : L, maxV, minSec and maxSec). Then, put the
specifications to these arguments:
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You have many possibilities to set the specifications you want (here for SQP algorithm):

This method return the values of the variables you want to know. In this basic example, as said before, we wish
know the Efficiency and the value of the Section after the optimization. That is why, we get their values, thanks
to the method optimizer.getOutput(“name of the variable in the muse model”).toString();
Follow the example below:

You surely remarked that in the static facet, the method optimizeMyModel return a vector and that we chose
to put the efficiency in the first element and the Section in the second…:
The call of the method in the static facet:

Save your Class
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F.

6th step: Fill the MANIFEST.MF file

This is the last step before the build of the maven project:
Open the MANIFEST.MF file (in Other Sources/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF)

Rename:
- Export-Package
- Bundle-Name
- Bundle-Activator (!! Be Careful !!: here, put the package and the name of the Class
ModelOptimizerActivator )
- Bundle-SymbolicName
Here the example:

Save the MANIFEST.MF
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VIII. Build of the MUSE optimizer Maven project
Before build your project, you have to run the Test Class ModelOptimizerTest to assure you that everything is
OK:
Right click on the file and select Run File

After a while, if everything is OK, you should read Done! In the Output window. If it is noted Failure, try again
after having made a minor modification saved (like putting a space in the file). It should be enough!

Right click on the maven project and select Clean and build. The MUSE optimizer location is the same than the
location you indicated in the settings of ApacheMaven (see: I Apache maven installation).

After a while (a few minutes), this message will appear:
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This means that you well generated the MUSE optimizer. The location is those indicated in the apache maven
installation. The location of this MUSE optimizer is anyway given after the build in the output window of
Netbeans:

Installing C:\Users\Delhommais\Documents\PFE\Docs\Muze
optimizer\voulu\MyMuseOptimizer\target\cades.sample.myMuseOptimizer-1.0.muse to
C:\Users\Delhommais\.muse\repository\org\gu\vesta\cades.sample.myMuseOptimizer\1.0\cade
s.sample.myMuseOptimizer-1.0.muse

You can check in windows explorer:

Copy the path of this MUSE optimizer gave in the output window of Netbeans
C:\Users\Delhommais\.muse\repository\org\gu\vesta\cades.sample.myMuseOptimizer\
1.0\cades.sample.myMuseOptimizer-1.0.muse
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IX.

Use this MUSE optimizer in Cades

This new MUSE optimizer can be used in the same way than the transfo MUSE optimizer:
Right click in the Favorites tab in Cades and select Add to Favorites…

In the field of name of file, paste the path of the MUSE optimizer you just copied previously in Netbeans. And
click on Add.

Your MUSE optimizer appears:

Right click on it and select Compute. A window appears which shows the progression of the load of this MUSE
optimizer model. It is totally normal that the first time you load your MUSE optimizer, it takes a long time.
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After a while, the calculator window appears:

Enter the new specifications and click on Compute. The results of the optimization appear in the Outputs. In
this case, we chose to know the Section and the Efficiency values:

A message should appear in the messages window:
If we compare with the optimization done in 0.
Creation of the defaults specifications, the results are the same! Congratulations!
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X.

Import the MUSE optimizer model in a sml MUSE model

Copy your MUSE optimizer model from your .m2 repository to your .muse repository with windows explorer:

In Cades, you can create a new project or take the current project MyFirstMuseOptimizer. Create a new model,
in the example : UseMuseOptimizer

Follow the example bellow to call and use the muse optimizer:
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Right click on the sml model and select Compute

Enter the values of the inputs of you model and click on Compute:
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XI.

Use your Muse Optimizer in a Python script

It is finally possible to use the Muse Optimizer in a Python script in Cades. Please, to have more details on the
(Jython) scripts, take a look in the user guide of Cades 3.
Create a Python script in a new Cades project or on the current project (right click on a folder/New Model):

In this example, the script is called ScripMuseOptimizer.py
# ScripMuseOptimizer.py
# author Mylene Delhommais : mylene.delhommais@g2elab.grenoble-inp.fr
# set muse Optimizer location (use the path given by Netbeans and change \ by /)
musePath="C:/Users/Delhommais/.muse/repository/org/gu/vesta/cades.sample.myMuseOptimizer/1.0/cad
es.sample.myMuseOptimizer-1.0.muse"
# create a computer
computer = Computer(musePath)

# get input names
inputNames = computer.getInputNames()
print "Input names : "
for inputName in inputNames:
print " " + inputName
# get output names
outputNames = computer.getOutputNames()
print "Output names : "
for outputName in outputNames:
print " " + outputName
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# define input values
computer.setInput("L", 1000.0)
computer.setInput("Surface", array([0.0, 1e-3], 'd'))
computer.setInput("Voltage", 14.0)

# compute
success = computer.compute()

if success:

# get output values
for outputName in outputNames:
outputValue = computer.getOutput(outputName)
print " " + outputName + " = " + str(outputValue)
# export results (to save your results in a csv file : put the path you wish:)
computer.exportResult("C:/Users/Delhommais/Documents/PFE/Docs/Muze
optimizer/MyFirstMuseOptimizer/test1.csv")
else:
print "---------------------------------------------------------"
print "COMPUTATION FAILED"
print "---------------------------------------------------------"
raise Exception("COMPUTATION FAILED")
In picture:
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Then, right click on the script in the projects tab/run:

During the script running, this message will appear in the output window:
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The advantage of a script instead of a sml is that it is possible to compute automatically the MUSE optimizer
many times:
Example of script:
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Result :
Starting ScriptMuseOptimizer2.py execution
Input names :
L
Voltage
0
1
Output names :
Eff
Section2
computation 1
Voltage = 15
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.996222884118
Section2 = 0.00100017523835
computation 2
Voltage = 16
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.996680053851
Section2 = 0.00100011034843
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computation 3
Voltage = 17
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.997058826781
Section2 = 0.00100000110544
computation 4
Voltage = 18
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.997376610899
Section2 = 0.00100002580217
computation 5
Voltage = 19
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.997645653925
Section2 = 0.00100009538182
computation 6
Voltage = 20
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.997875549335
Section2 = 0.00100025857763
computation 7
Voltage = 21
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.998073336179
Section2 = 0.00100040163783
computation 8
Voltage = 22
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.998243807518
Section2 = 0.00100000333939
computation 9
Voltage = 23
Optimizer finished with the following message: SOLUTION ! with the required precision.
1 solution(s) found.
Eff = 0.998393238476
Section2 = 0.0010000272405
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